
Matter At Home











http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IW8E1YR0kE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qYzjg5nRMOg




















Solid Prediction
Yes or No

Did it dissolve? 
Yes or No

salt

oatmeal

molasses

cake sprinkles

hot chocolate mix

pepper

Investigating Liquids and Solids
When solids mix with liquids a MIXTURE is formed.  When a solid 

dissolves in a liquid it forms a SOLUTION.  This happens because the 
solid is SOLUBLE.  

Let’s test to see what solids will dissolve in a liquid.  It is dissolved when 
the solid is mixed with the liquid and the solid becomes  part of the 
liquid.  The solid will mix completely with the liquid.  The solids are just 
suggestions and you can use what you wish from home.The liquid can be 
water.





Solid Prediction Observation

marble

coin

yarn

paper

button

Sink or Float?                                                                                                 
When a solid floats, it is BUOYANT.  Boats, rafts and other things on water 

are buoyant, however, not all solids float.  

Predict if the solids listed below will sink or float.  Test the solids below in 

water.  You can use whatever materials you wish. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQuW8G2QV_Q




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nYm92sLtaI


Solid Prediction Observation

paper absorb           repel absorbs           repels

sponge absorb           repel absorbs           repels

plastic absorb           repel absorbs           repels

tin foil absorb           repel absorbs           repels

cloth absorb           repel absorbs           repels

Soak it up!                                                                       

What a mess… There is water everywhere!  How will you clean it up?  

Materials that soak up liquids are ABSORBENT.  Not all solids can absorb 

liquids.  Some solids repel liquid.  REPEL means to push away.  

Circle what you think will happen with the following solids.  Test them 

after. 

What happened?

Rank the solids from most absorbent to least absorbent.

1._________________________________________

2._________________________________________

3._________________________________________

4._________________________________________

5._________________________________________



Liquid Prediction Fast/Slow Rank (fastest to 
slowest)

Water

Oil

Molasses

Ketchup

Liquids Race

Use liquids of different flow (ketchup, oil, water, syrup) and see which ones flow faster 

and slower.  You can simply take a piece of thicker cardboard, hold it at an angle and 

pour a little of the liquid from the top.  

Do All Liquids Mix?

Try it out yourself...with Mom or  Dad!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neS6Tm_HXKE




- liquid: flows and takes the shape of any container; ex. 
drinking water, pools, oceans

-solid: called ice, turns to ice by freezing

-gas: called water vapour, turns into a gas when 
heated; ex. boiling a pot of water

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vc-TCoSXd4c


WORD BANK

doesn’t does water freeze
can’t melt           ice water



Safety Symbols Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvWQhyyr0vo




Magic School Bus: Season 4 Episode 1- Meets Molly Cule
(Can be found on Netflix)

Extra Video Resources

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3SJuozgbfU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LqCsYwz8Q7s

